Peer-Reviewed Books


Non Peer-Reviewed Books


Peer-Reviewed Journals and E-Publications


Reports


Selected Scholarly Work in Progress


**Peer-Reviewed Book Chapters**


Non Peer-Reviewed Book Chapters


Freeman, John Craig. “Imaging Place: Globalization and Immersive Media- Sound, Vision and


Peer-Reviewed Articles in Research Journals


Non Peer-Reviewed Articles in Research Journals


Duckworth, Elisabeth. “Reception/Opening for Children’s Museum log cabin.” Muse XXVI:4


Media Production/Websites/Creative Contributions


*An Interview with Eileen Leier.* Ed. W.F. Garrett-Petts. Small Cities CURA, 2008. Film. [An interview with Eileen Leier about artist’s statements and artistic research.]

*An Interview with Ernie Kroeger.* Ed. W.F. Garrett-Petts. Small Cities CURA, 2008. Film. [An interview with Ernie Kroeger about artist’s statements and wild writings.]


*Artist Statement Workshop.* Ed. Emily Hope. Small Cities CURA, 2005. Film. [A panel organized as part of the Artist Statement Workshop.]


*Community-Engaged Public Art in Smaller Communities.* Ed. Gregory Sawisky. Small Cities CURA, 2009. Film. [From the conference Whose Show is it Anyway?, a roundtable
discussion featuring Bruce Barber, Annette Hurtig, Adelheid Mers, Ruth Howard, and Lisa Baldissera. Moderated by Craig Willms.]


*Grosse Ile: The Immigrant Quarantine Station.* Dir. Eileen Leier. [Inter-Active Public Website.] Banff, Canada: Banff Centre for the Arts, 2008. Film.

Iuchi, Shima. Cities CURA, 2006. Podcast. [Podcast of Shima Iuchi’s interview with Sheryl MacKay on CBC’s *North by Northwest*.]


Little, Edward. *For Better or for Worse: Community Engagement and the Iconoclastic*. Ed. Greg Sawisky. Small Cities CURA, 2009. Film. [From the conference *Whose Show is it Anyway?]*


Michalos, Alex. Small Cities CURA, 2006. Podcast. [Podcast of Alex Michalos’s interview with Jo-Ann Roberts on *CBC’s All Points West.*]


Fields of Walking: Exhibitions, Guided Walks and Presentations.


The Cultural Future of Small Cities Research Alliance. Ed. Small Cities CURA, 2006. Film. [A short video outlining the history and background of the Mapping Quality of Life and the Culture of Small Cities CURA.]

Thinking about Small City Culture in the Year 2056. Ed. W.F. Garrett-Petts. Small Cities CURA, 2007. Film. [A collection of footage from the Mayor’s Panel about the role of arts and culture in the development of small cities in the Thompson-Nicola Regional District over the next fifty years.]


Relationship between residences of elderly patrons of Kamloops Food Bank with the location of community food providers and food retail facilities. Prototype map. Kamloops: Make Children First, 2007.


Zhang, Yaying. “Receptions of Immigrants’ Linguistic Behaviours and Their Sense of Belonging in Canada.” Film. [https://circle.ubc.ca/]

Selected Newsletter or Newspaper Contributions


Patton, Aaron. “So long, and thanks for all the wood: Talking pine beetles plot our demise” Banff Crag & Canyon, June 27, 2006. Print.


_____. Qtd in “Where the Art Is.” Mikelle Sasakamoose, Kamloops This Week, Jan 6, 2008: Print.


Contributions to Peer-Reviewed Conference Proceedings


74-85. Web.


Exhibitions or Performances (juried)


Fields of Walking. Thompson Rivers University Art Gallery, Kamloops, BC. 3-13 November 2009. Art Exhibit. [Contributors: Burce Baugh, Lea Bucknell, Laura Hargrave, Ernie Kroeger, Tom Waldichuk and his 4th year Geography class.]


**Exhibitions or Performances (non-juried)**


*Bridges Art Exhibit*. UNBC Rotunda Gallery, Prince George, BC. 11-13 June 2009. [Contributors: Greg Bradacs, Jean Brandel, Judith DesBrisay, Allan Farmer, Andrea Pastershank Fredeen, Annerose Georgeson, Michelle Jensen, Daphne Harding, Trevor Jones, Betty Kovacic, Shana Labatch, Caroline Lavoie, David Marchant, Phil Morrison, and Ute Wilder.]


_____. *Language/Environment*. Museum of Contemporary Art, Beijing, China. 26 Apr–26 Aug


Conferences and Workshop Presentations and Artist’s Talks:


Belshaw, John. Principal Organizer. *Map My Culture Conference: Community and Space in*


_____. “The Trees.” Panel Discussion.


_____. “Whose Show is it Anyway? Belle Sauvage and Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show.” Whose


“Artist’s Talk.” Banff Centre for the Arts, Banff, AB. 13 May 2008. Artist’s Talk.


Principal Organizer for Explorations in Qualitative and Arts-Based Research. The Small Cities CURA, the TRU Faculty of Arts, and the TRU Office of the AVP Research and Graduate Studies, Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. Aug. 29 – 31, 2008.

Senior Faculty and Residency Organizer, Making Artistic Inquiry Visible, a six-week residency. The Banff Centre for the Arts, Banff, AB. May–Jun 2008. [The Residency featured 4 keynote addresses; 28 artist talks; 3 exhibitions, including a community open house; a workshop; and 4 creative research cabarets.]


Perspectives on Artists, Art, and Artistic Inquiry in a Ten-Year Community-University Research Alliance.” Animation of Public Space Through the Arts: Innovation and


Garrett-Petts, Will and Rachel Nash. Art Gallery Writing Workshop. Kamloops Art Gallery, Kamloops, BC. 15 June 2009. Workshop. [Half day workshop led by CURA researchers and focused on improving gallery writing at Kamloops Art Gallery.]


Hope, Emily, Will Garrett-Petts, Donald Lawrence, David MacLennan and Rob Shoen. “Visible Listening: Observing, Documenting and Reflecting on Children’s Historical Inquiry.”


Klohn, Bonnie and Reid, Robin. “The Role of Community Gardens as a Form of Sustainability in Small Cities.” Roundtable Participants. Animation of Public Space Through the Arts:
Innovation and Sustainability International Symposium (and Workshops). Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal. 27 Sep 2011. Roundtable Discussion.


____. "Making the Scene." Still the 'Last Best West' or Just Like the Rest? Interrogating Western Canadian Identities Conference, Thompson Rivers University Centre for the Study of Canada/Small Cities CURA, Kamloops, BC. 15 Sep 2008. Presentation.


MacKinnon, Robert. "Eastern and Western Rambles: Comparing Life and Work in a Maritime
and a Western Canadian City.” Still the ‘Last Best West’ or Just Like the Rest? Interrogating Western Canadian Identities Conference. Thompson Rivers University Centre for the Study of Canada/Small Cities CURA, Kamloops, BC. 15 Sep 2008. Presentation.


MacLennan, David, Donald Lawrence, Thomas Dickinson, and W.F. Garrett-Petts. “Space and Performance: Edge Places and the Small City.” Still the ‘Last Best West’ or Just Like the Rest? Interrogating Western Canadian Identities Conference, Thompson Rivers University Centre for the Study of Canada/Small Cities CURA, Kamloops, BC. 13-15 Sept. 2007. Presentation. [Special Session.]


_____ “The Complicated Estrangements of AntiRacism’t, or, Invited to the party of capitalism, I showed up late and forgot to bring anything.” 2008. Keynote Speech.


Michel, Laura. “Listen to XQWEQWLÜTENS-KUC (our words).” Explorations in Qualitative and Arts-Based Research. Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. 29 August 2008. Presentation.


Do You Want a Second Life? Tech It Up Institute Two: TRU Instructional Development and Research Group (IDRG) and @KOOL, Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. 19 Jul 2007.


Conference Organizer. The “Last Best West” or Just Like the Rest?: Interrogating Western Canadian Identities Conference. Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops BC. 13-16 Sep 2007.


Soderstrom, Mary. “Baby Needs a New Pair of Shoes: The Gamble Needed on the Road to


*Sustainable Kamloops Public Forum.* Interior Savings Centre, Kamloops, BC. 17 April 2010. Forum. [Organized by the City of Kamloops. CURA supported documentation of this event.]


_____ “Quality of Life and Public Policy: Does Community Size Matter? Roundtable on
defining quality of life and cultural indicators for small cities.” Centre for the Study of Canada, Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. 14 Sep 2007. Roundtable Discussion.

_____. “Small Cities, Quality of Life and Public Policies: Towards a Definition of the Canadian Small City Agenda.” Annual Meeting of the Canadian Association of Geographers, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK. 31 May 2007. Presentation.


_____. “The challenge of defining national urban policies in the context of divergent demographic trends in Canada’s small and large cities.” Annual Meeting of the Western Division of the Canadian Association of Geographers, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA. 8 Mar 2008. Presentation.


*Walking Lab Research Retreat*. Kamloops, BC. 30-31 August 2009. [CURA and Walking Lab researchers and research assistants retreat.]


and Social Sciences, Concordia University, Montreal, QC. 30 May – 2 June 2010. Presentation.


*Working Smarter for Child and Youth Health: Improving Quality of Life in Our Region.* Facilitated by Chris Corrigan. Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. 17 March 2010. [An Open Space dialogue about 6 pillars (Art and Culture, Sports and Activity, Food Security, Family Support, Economic Development, Literacy and Education) that are vital to child and youth health. Co-organized by CURA, Make Children First, the Child and Youth Health Research Network, and BC Healthy Living Alliance.]


------. “Social Science or Social Control: A Dilemma for the Qualitative Researcher.” *Explorations in Qualitative and Arts-Based Research.* Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC. 29 August 2008. Presentation.


“Social Science or Social Control: A Dilemma for the Qualitative Researcher.” Explorations in Qualitative and Arts-Based Research Conference, Kamloops, BC. Aug 2008. Presentation.


Selected List of Formal and Informal Meetings


Garrett-Petts, Will.

CURA Meeting Room: May 2009 Lunch Meeting with Monika Wroz and others, Progress Reporting Meeting with Chris Walmsley and Nicole Robinson, June 2009 Progress Reporting Meeting with Nicole Robinson, Jim Hoffman, and Ginny Ratsoy, Last Best West Meeting with Nicole Robinson and Anne Gagnon, August 2009 Meeting with Nicole Robinson and Ann McCarthy, Tranquille Mapping Meeting with Donald Lawrence, David MacLennan, and Emily Hope, AV Training Meeting with Emily Hope and Conrad Scott, September 2009, Lecture Editing Meeting with Emily Hope and Chris Walmsley, January 2010, Lecture Editing Meeting with Emily Hope and Chris Walmsley, MCF Regrouping Meeting, Powerpoint Development Meeting with Julie Drolet and Emily Hope, MCF meeting about “Working Smarter Event,” Lecture Editing Meeting with Chris Walmsley and Emily Hope, February 2010 Julie Drolet and Nan McBlane NVivo Access (three occasions), Powerpoint Development Meeting with Emily Hope and John Bratton, PCard Meeting with Nicole Robinson and Sherry Hickman, InDesign Tutorial with Emily Hope and Bonnie Klohn, Catering Meeting with Nicole Robinson and Carrie Wonderlich, Walking Lab Meeting, March 2010 Final Cut Tutorial with Emily Hope, Meeting with Dave Whiting and Nicole Robinson, Catering Meeting with Sue Lissell and Nicole Robinson, April 2010 Walking Lab Meeting, UREAP Sub-Committee Meeting, Website Meeting with Emily Hope and Terry Kading, Poster Design Meeting with Emily Hope and Bruce Baugh.


Selected Research/Scholarly/Creative Work in Progress


Publications including Work of CURA Student RAs

Grants and Funding


Garrett-Petts, Will. University of Florida Center for the Humanities and the Public Sphere, Visiting Scholar Honorarium. Travel Grant to participate in the Invent-L Conference: Imaging Place. $1,100. 22-24 February 2007.


Making Artistic Inquiry Visible Residency, The Banff Centre for the Arts. Senior Faculty and Principal Organizer, Will Garrett-Petts. $150,000. 13 May – 21 June 2008.


British Columbia Arts Council, Project Assistance. Applicant, Donald Lawrence. Program Title: “Portable Lighthouse.” $10,000. 2007.


SSHRC ASU Grant. Principal Investigator, Natalie Clark. Title: Centre for Intersectional Youth Health Research: Intersections of Gender, Culture, and Space in Community Based Research with Youth Source. $8900. 2006-2007.


Rural and Remote Health Team Grant. Principal Investigators, Natalie Clark and Trish Archibald. Increasing ACCESS to Sport for Marginalized Youth. $5000. 2009-2010.

SSHRC ASU Grant. Principal Investigator, Natalie Clark. Co-Investigators Mary-Harber-Iles,
Tracy Christianson, Patrick Walton, and Cathy Shelter. Centre for Community-Based Youth Health. $17800. 2009-2011.